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Abstract 

The paper proposes an extraction approach for short Chinese documents topic 

sentences based on lexical chains and context technology, with which narrative clues of 

documents are found out first. Multiple lexical chains are constructed subsequently before 

the extraction of a topic-information-rich one as the keyword sequence of topic sentences. 

Experimental results demonstrate that this approach covers information of documents to 

the greater extent, and that it avoids possible repetitive expression that is caused by 

different keyword sequences in expressing the same topic sentences. Therefore, it achieves 

an obviously better effect than the statistic approach. 
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1. Introductions 

Chinese documents topic sentences extraction is widely applied to automatic 

categorization, automatic summarization, and automatic indexing. Not only is it an 

indispensable underpinning and prerequisite to the above operations, but it also plays a 

significant role in constructing internet database. The statistic approach is commonly used 

in topic sentences extraction. It determines weights of candidate keywords, and sifts 

through them for the phrase with the largest weight as the final topic keyword. Therefore, 

the core of document keywords determination is to calculate the weight of candidate 

keywords, which is determined by the topic it reflects. In general, the better a phrase 

reflects topics of documents, the larger weight it gains. According to previous studies, 

word frequency and word location take important effect in documents topic 

determination. They are also referred to in massive schemes to calculate candidate phrases 

weight, resulting being unsatisfactory though. Currently, most efforts to extract keywords 

are done in determining candidate keywords weight based on phrase statistics and in 

selecting the keyword of documents from candidate keywords beyond certain threshold. 

The documents topic keywords extraction approach proposed by Wang Jun is extraction 

of keywords for automatic indexing from indexed structural Chinese corpus [1]. 

According to the position of phrases and their statistic feature, Zhang Yonggang, et al. 

proposed to extract automatically documents keywords from Chinese documents based on 

statistic technology [2]. As this requires massive statistical work on numerous Chinese 

documents, the calculation is great in amount. In addition, highly frequent phrases may 

not necessarily expound topics of documents, which mean that the keywords extracted 

from them may also lack precision. Hirst initialized an approach relating to lexical chain 

that is constructed by similar or relevant phrases [3]. Corresponding relation to the 

documents structure enables the lexical chain to provide important clues of the structure 

and topic. Various constructing methods of lexical chain are developed subsequently. 

Given differences between Chinese and English phrases, Suo Hongguang et al. proposed 

such construction algorithm of Chinese lexical chains as primarily choosing the most 

matchable phrase among current constructed lexical chains as the keywords of the topic. 
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Since this algorithm takes into account semantic relationships among phrases rather than 

the documents as a whole, the constructed lexical chain fails to express precisely the 

semantic structure of documents [4]. As a result, it may easily cause semantic 

misjudgment. Since each short Chinese document has a single topic at large, the paper 

determines lexical chains in the foundation of corresponding relationship between 

documents’ structure and lexical chains as well as context technology, and selects 

keywords of the topic among information-rich phrases that are can represent the topic. 

The results demonstrate that the lexical chain approach can determine topics of short 

Chinese documents in a more effective manner. 

 

2. Extraction of Short Chinese Documents Topics 
 

2.1. Construction of Lexical Chains 

The paper considers it that the meaning of a polysemous word is mostly determined by 

its contexts that are determined herein as the words before and behind it, and obtains the 

word’s semantics in its contexts in this way. There are over 1500 sememes defined by 

HowNet. In the tree structure formed by them, sememes with closer semantics stay closer 

to each other. They are divided into two categories. One is fundamental sememes, mostly 

connoting DEF that expresses semantic information of words; the other is relational 

sememes, which stands for the structual feature among different DEF [5]. For example, 

the DEF of the word “university” is equal to {InstitutePlace|场所: domain={education|教

育}, modifier={HighRank|高等}, {study|学习:location={~}},{teach|教:location={~}}}. 

It means that the “university” is a place in the educational domain, being of high rank for 

people to “study and teach”, where InstitutePlace|场所, education|教育, HighRank|高等, 

study|学习  and teach|教  are fundamental sememes, while words including domain, 

location and modifier are relational sememes. With a collection of multiple DEF sets, a 

polysemous word has its semantics determined generally in HowNet by being projected to 

only one DEF in the sets.  

Definition 1: In the Chinese documents vector sets  it is assumed 

that and are respectively the sememe of polysemous words and . and  

belongs to the same semantic category if their collections of fundamental sememes are in 

the same set. 

The significance of definition 1 is to construct semantic categories that satisfy 

equivalence relations based on it that a word’s connotation is determined by its 

fundamental sememes that subsume it in its DEF. The paper obtains semantics of a 

polysemous word by finding the right semantic category of it from its multiple semantic 

categories. The approach to constructing Chinese documents lexical chain is to search the 

contextual information of a word , which is in Chinese documents, in a way that 

produces great affinity between one of the semantic categories of  and that of . 

Definition 2: The affinity between the semantic category  and is 1 if their 

relational sememes contain their fundamental sememes, or 0 if not. 

Since semantic categories have their main information expressed by fundamental 

sememes and their relational feature by relational sememes, this definition is able to 

demonstrate whether the projected semantic information between  and has affinity 

or not [6]. 

Definition 3: If  represents the total amount of relational sememes of , then 

the degree of affinity between relational sememes of and that of is as follows: 

                                                (1) 
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The eq (1) expresses the degree of affinity between the semantic information of two 

different semantic categories, including subordination and dominance relationship. 

Definition 4: If  represents the intersection size of the semantic sememes 

sets between  and , then the degree of affinity between the two relational sememes is 

as follows: 

                                            (2) 

In the above eq(2) the  describes the degree of affinity between the 

relational sememes of two semantic categories, aiming at measuring the relational 

structure of semantic categories. 

Definition 5: If   represents one of the fundamental sememes of , and  

represents the depth of in the sememes tree, then the difference of levels between  

and  is as follows: 

  (3) 

The eq(3) shows the difference of levels of the fundamental sememes sets between two 

semantic categories, where the closer the semantics between two semantic categories are, 

the smaller difference of levels their semantic categories have [7]. 

Definition 6: The degree of similarity of fundamental sememes of two semantic 

categories is as follows: 

                                                      (4) 

The eq(4) shows that the degree of similarity of fundamental sememes of two semantic 

categories is measured by their positions in the sememes tree. 

Definition 7: the similarity degree of semantics of two semantic categories  

and is as follows: 

                        (5) 

In the eq(5) λ is a parameter to adjust the similarity degree between fundamental 

sememes and relational sememes in semantic categories. Given that fundamental 

sememes can better project the semantic information of words, the value of λ is generally 

set to be or be above 0.6 in the experiment [7-8]. 

Definition 8: the degree of affinity between  is as follows: 

                                       (6) 

The eq(6) expresses the average value of similarity degree and affinity degree between 

semantic categories. It reflects how close two semantic categories may be. 

 

2.2. Construction Algorithm of Lexical Chains 

The steps of construction of short Chinese documents lexical chains are as follows: 

Step 1: determine the contexts of the word  

Step 1-1: Set each word  in the Chinese documents vector (  as one of 

the vertexes of a graph. Two vertexes, if their corresponding words have the semantic 

affinity greater than the threshold θ, are connected by a line with its weight as the 

similarity degree between two semantics. Then the Chinese documents vector 

(  constructs a unidirectional figure  with weight in it as shown in Figure 

1. 
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Step 1-2: For Figure , if the relationship between one of the semantic categories  

of the word  and one of the semantic categories of the word  satisfies the 

conditions of ， then  is chosen as the contextual information of   

Step 2: construct Chinese documents lexical chains 

Step 2-1: Take each of the connected components of graph . Assume that from the 

first word of the Chinese documents vector  (or the second word  if the first word is 

an isolated point or is already subsumed in a lexical chain and so on) there has already 

been certain lexical chain  that contains words with a number of . Next, choose the 

context  of the final word  to be linked onwards. According to step 1-2, there are 

possibly numerous , which is taken based on such method. Let the semantic sequences 

 is   and  is the semantic category determined by step 1-2. 

According to equation (8), the similarity degree between  and  is computed as 

follows: 

                                         (7) 

Step 2-2: Repeat step 2-1 until there are no more untapped vertexes in Figure G that 

meet the above conditions. 
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Figure 1. The Diagram of Similarity Degree of a Chinese Document 

 
2.3. Extraction Approach to Topic Sentences 

For specific Chinese documents, there are many lexical chains constructed based on 

Section 1.1 herein, the one that can project more Chinese documents information is then 

extracted for its words collections to be the keywords collections in the documents. 

Assume  as words in the Chinese documents lexical chains, and as the weight of 

the word  defined in Document [9-10], then the weight of the Chinese documents 

lexical chain  is as follows: 

                                           (8) 

From eq (8) it is seen that the weight of lexical chain has relations with their word 

numbers and word weight. The more word numbers the lexical chain contains, the broader 

distribution the lexical chain has for its information. And the heavier weight the lexical 

chain contains, the more significant the information is. The algorithm herein uses eq(8) to 

choose words set with the heaviest weight in the lexical chain as the collection of 

keywords that construct topic sentences, and then constructs topic sentences under the 

construction principles of characteristics of words in [11]. The flowchart of Chains for 

auto getting keywords is depicted as shown Figure 2. 
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3. Analyses of the Algorithm and Experimental Results 
 

3.1. Analysis of the Algorithm 

The topic sentences extraction approach herein is divided into two parts: construction 

of lexical chains and construction of topic phrases. The time complexity in obtaining 

lexical meaning: according to the algorithm, in order to obtain lexical meaning, it is 

necessary to scan word space in the documents in a forward sequence, and to deal with 

multiple semantic categories of the word successively. Assume the Chinese documents 

word space given in document [7] is , and the utmost total semantic category of the word 

in HowNet is , then the number of vertexes in diagram  is  [12-13]. As there are 

at most n lexical chains in the Chinese documents, the time complexity to obtain word 

meanings is . In order to construct topic sentences, the first matter is to scan the  

lexical chains, and determines the collection of keywords to construct topic sentences. 

According to the above analysis, the time complexity is . Therefore, the total time 

complexity is computed as  [14]. 
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Figure 2. The Flowchart of Chains for Auto Getting Keywords 

 
3.2. Experiment Results and Analysis 

The paper takes a short Chinese document as an example to analyze the construction of 

lexical chains and the results of keyword extraction, and compares it with the keywords 

extracted according to the statistic information. This short Chinese document is as 

follows: 

Congratulations! The account number of your Fetion has been drawn as our online 

lucky user for this National Day in 2008. You will get a surprising 58,000 RMB and a 

Samsung Q30 laptop from the head office. Please log in FEIXIN18.CN first. For the prize 
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and money award, please contact 089888155951. Your verification code is 6108. This is 

sent as a system message. 

In order to facilitate the description, this document is named as Fetion document, and 

its keyword set that is extracted from the statistic information is: Fetion, lucky, prize, head 

office, account, Samsung, surprising, money award, National Day, laptop, verification 

code. Parts of the lexical chains that top the outputted weight as the lexical chain is 

constructed include “lucky user” and “laptop”. When the algorithm is over, the final 

outputted topic sentences are “lucky user”, “prize”, “money award”, “Samsung” and 

“laptop”. 

The Table 1 summarizes the above results, its firstly column presents the algorithm 

name and the following columns respectively are the keywords found by the 

corresponding algorithm. As Table 1 shown that that due to lack of analysis of topic 

sentences, the keyword extraction algorithm based on statistic information produces some 

highly frequent word that cannot reflect its topic sentence, such as “Fetion” and “lucky”. 

Meanwhile, it may produce too many similar words that lead to repetitiveness of 

information. Whereas the topic sentences extracted by the lexical chain approach cover 

information of documents to the greater extent, and avoid possible repetitive expression as 

different keyword sequences express different topic sentences. 

Table 1. The Result Produced by Statics and Chains for Demo Short 
Chinese Document 

 

The key to construction of topic sentences is the extraction of keyword sets. However, 

there is great subjectivity in judging extraction results, and different people may get 

different results even from the same Chinese document. Thus it is difficult to find any 

document as evaluation corpus for practical application. The paper chooses 500 Chinese 

documents with clearer boundaries as testing corpus, expanding from festival greetings, 

fraud and false information, illegal advertisements, school lives, to pornography [15-16]. 

It also indicates the topic for each of the Chinese documents by hand. Comparison is 

made for Chinese documents topic extraction experiments between the approach herein 

(marked as Lexical chains) and the statistic approach in [17] (marked as Statistics).  

 

3.2.1. Analysis of Time Complexity 

For explaining the time performance of Lexical chains and Statistics, the literature set 

which is from HIT [18] is chosen and test by the two algorithms, its result are presented 

as Table 2 and Figure 2. In Table 2, the firstly column shows the name of chosen 

algorithm which is the same as that of Table 2 and the following columns respectively 

shows the mean and associated standard variance of the runtimes under the different 

sample numbers. As Table 2 shown that with the increase of the sample number, the mean 

runtime gradually increase which fully demonstrate that the algorithm of Chains is far 

better that of Statics. Figure 3 shows different time spent for Lexical chains (5.08s) and 

Statistics (4.42s) in the experiment on 500 Chinese documents that have clear boundaries 

and are classified into five categories. 

Both of the time complexities of Lexical chains based on lexical chains and Statistics 

are . The time spent for Statistics is a bit shorter than that for Lexical chains when 

the number of the sample is over 100. This is because those candidate keywords wait to 

Algorithms 
Keywords  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Statics lucky Fetion Prize Samsung account Money -- 

Chains Fetion User Laptop  Award Surprising Account Lucky 
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be determined when topic sentences are extracted under the construction principle of 

characteristics of words in [19]. Thus the steps of Lexical chains exceed those of 

Statistics. 

Table 2. The Mean and Standard Variance of Runtime(S) about the Statics 
and Chains in Various Sample Number 
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Figure 3. The Comparison of Time Spent Between the Algorithm of Lexical 
Chains and Statistics 

 

3.2.2. Analysis of Accuracy Rating of Chinese Documents Topic Extraction 

The accuracy rating of Chinese documents topic extraction can reflect the property of 

the algorithm directly if it is defined as the division of the total topic numbers outputted 

from this algorithm by the topic numbers that conform to the manually marked ones [20]. 

The accuracy rating between Lexical chains and Statistics is shown in Table 3 and Figure 

3. The Table 3 presents the accuracy rate of Statics and Chains in various sample number 

in which the means of each column is the same as that of Table 2, and the mean accuracy 

rating of each algorithm is almost increasingly with the increment of the sample number. 

However, there is exception that the accuracy rate of Statics is decreasing when the 

sample number is from 200 to 300 while that of Chains is decreasing when the sample 

number from 300 to 400. Figure 4 presents the content of Table 3 in line chart. As shown 

Figure 4, it is seen that the line of Statistics oscillates up and down in a great magnitude. 

The reason for this phenomenon is that it fails to observe the topic distribution of Chinese 

documents when being extracted, and thus cannot totally cover topic information with its 

keywords [21]. Whereas the Lexical chains line has a general upward trend, which is 

because it covers topic information well by avoiding disadvantages of Statistics on one 

hand, and on the other hand choosing the most descriptive lexical chain among those 

subsumed in the same topic information so that it escapes from repetitive information. 

Algorithms Sample(100) Sample(200) Sample(300) Sample(400) Sample(500) 

Statics 1.100.02 2.110.03 2.560.01 4.120.02 5.080.03 

Chains 1.020.01 1.910.01 2.440.02 3.780.02 4.420.02 
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Table 3. The Mean Accuracy Rating (%) of Statics and Chains in Various 
Sample Number 
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Figure 4. The Comparison of the Accuracy Rating of Lexical Chains and 
Statistics 

For comprehensively comparing the performance of two chosen algorithm, the criteria 

of similarity degree for Chinese document ( ), the weight of the Chinese documents 

lexical chain ( ), Recall, Accuracy and the keyword number are selected in which  

the mean similarity of word vector,  is the weight coefficient, Recall is the percentage 

of all correct information or related information detected which is also called as the true 

positive rate, Accuracy is the percentage of corrected information that are relevant. Table 

4 shows that the method of Chains is basically better than that of Statics in all criterions. 

However, there is an exception in Accuracy in which the Statics is better than that of 

Chains. This is because that the criteria of Accuracy and Recall are conflict and the value 

of Accuracy is low when the value of Recall is high. 

Table 4. The Mean Index of the Statics and Chains Algorithms in HIT Set of 
the Short Literatures 

 

4. Conclusions 

The paper proposes a keyword extraction approach based on lexical chain. It covers 

information of Chinese documents to the greater extent, and has little repetitive 

Algorithms Sample(100) Sample(200) Sample(300) Sample(400) Sample(500) 

Statics 81.12% 83.12% 86.23% 85.20% 86.79% 

Chains 70.01% 72.36% 68.21% 75.63% 72.31% 

Algorithms (%)  Recall (%) Accuracy (%) #Keyword 

Statics 69.25 58.32% 92.47% 84.23% 12.25 

Chains 75.23 62.98% 94.87% 83.25% 15.37 
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expression. Experimental results show that the information content of Chinese documents 

topics by this approach far outweighs that by Statistics. Such approach probes into the 

semantic level of Chinese documents to find its deep topic information, thus achieving a 

more ideal effect. 

The experimental results support the claim that Lexical chain is valuable for learning to 

extract keywords from short Chinese text. A keywords extraction algorithm incorporating 

such specialized knowledge (word chains) performed significantly better than an 

algorithm without such knowledge such as statistics. This extractor method can make a 

keyword list for an average short text and the speed of extractor makes it possible to be 

used in applications where it would not be economically feasible to use human-generated 

keywords. Subjective human evaluation of the keywords generated by this method 

suggests that about 94.87% of the keyword is acceptable to the readers. This level of 

performance should be satisfactory for a wide variety of applications. 

However, a drawbacks of our approach is that many synonyms are often used in short 

Chinese text for avoid boring the reader with repetition and increasing the diversity and 

flexibility of Chinese. Unfortunately, the repetition of synonyms is a major clue for 

Lexical chain that a candidate word is a keyword. We believe that the results could be 

significantly improved by adding some methods of synonym detection to the keywords 

extraction algorithms. The current version of Lexical chain works with documents in the 

simplified Chinese documents. We are currently working on adding traditional Chinese as 

the future works. 
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